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Abstract—We investigate a new mean of decreasing leakage and
material loss from coaxial cables using different metallic shield
and central conducting part geometries. The suggested model is
composed of a central conductor surrounded by 40 metallic wires
circularly disposed. The proposed cable is also a hybrid one allowing
simultaneous transmission of optical as well as radio frequency (RF)
signals. The fabrication techniques for the proposed cable are similar
to the one applied in the realization of optical fibers. Besides the fact
that the attenuation along the proposed cable is reduced, the most
important result of this study is that the interference generated by
this source on external cables is also lowered.
1. INTRODUCTION
Coaxial cables are often used to transmit radio frequency (RF) signals.
These frequencies, which can vary from 3 kHz to 300 GHz, can be useful
for very specific tasks like military applications or as an ultrasound
scanning equipment. They can provide our daily needs as internet
access or video and radio broadcasting.
Many studies have been carried out concerning the behavior of
those types of cables. Mathematical models for characterizing a
braided cable shield through its transfer impedance were developed in
[1, 2]. Loss considerations and cable shield effectiveness were studied
in [3–5]. Thermal losses arising from the skin effect phenomenon were
analyzed [6] and measured in the case of coaxial cables [7, 8]. New
methods for evaluating the transient behavior of coaxial cables using
skin effect approximation were presented in [9] and later on extended
in [10–12].
Electromagnetic leakage can be caused, among other things, by
the structure of the metallic shield, more precisely its holes [13], or by
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its asymmetry relatively to the central conducting region and which
results from technological fabrication limitations [14].
From the realization point of view, full symmetry is actually not
achievable. On the other hand, using technologies developed for optics
communication, one may produce in-fiber nano wires that could solve,
to a great extent, this problem [15].
In this paper, we present a new metallic shield design that
can be fabricated using the fiber fabrication techniques taken from
optics communication and which could solve this technological-related
asymmetry problem.
A unique central wire will also replace the group of wires generally
used in classical coaxial cables in order to reduce thermal losses.
In addition, the same cable can be used to transmit a hybrid type
of signals, i.e., not only RF but optical as well. This structure could
then be used as an alternative to optically transmitted RF signals [16].
This structure could indeed allow the transmission of hybrid signals
without the need to convert an electrical signal to its optical equivalent
or vice versa [17–19]. It could also be a mean to transmit an RF
signal at a relatively low cost by using the fabrication techniques for
optical fibers while classical RF cables and many more hybrid fiber
optic/electrical cables [20] are relatively expensive to fabricate.
In Section 2, we present the design considerations while the
simulations and the performance characterization are brought in
Section 3. Fabrication considerations are reported in Section 4. The
paper is concluded in Section 5.
2. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The cross section for the proposed model is depicted in Fig. 1. The
latter is built up by a copper-made central core having a radius of
0.39 mm. This one is encircled by 40 wires made from the same material
and which play the role of the shield. Having a radius of 0.09 mm,
these peripheral wires are distanced from the cable center a distance
of 1.22 mm. The metallic part is strengthened by a silica-glass-made
one that has good dielectric properties. The proposed structure has a
total diameter of 4.4 mm.
This model will be compared with a modeled classical coaxial cable
which has almost the same characteristics as RG-58 cable, except one
detail: its external layer is made from silica glass rather than from
plastic (see Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)).
The reason of this choice is due to our desire to exclusively study
the impact of the new structure that includes conducting parts (not
only the cable shield but also the central core which is now composed
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Figure 1. The cross section of the studied structure.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. The coaxial like cable cross sections for (a) a metallic shield
exhibiting its largest apertures (first cross section) or (b) covering
totally the central conducting zone (second cross section).
of only one metallic wire) on the magnetic leakage and the thermal
losses. Indeed, the compared cables have, for both the central part
as well as for the shield, the same cross section area. The external
diameter of the two structures is also the same and it is 4.4 mm.
Because of the fact that, in a classical coaxial cable, the metallic
shield cross section depends on the cut plane, we have chosen to
simulate its behavior using two characterizing cross sections. The
first one represents the case in which the shield exhibits the largest
apertures at its periphery (Fig. 2(a)). In the second cross section
representation, we have simulated the case in which the two-layers
shield covers totally the central wires (Fig. 2(b)).
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All the numerical investigations have been performed in two
dimensions using COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5. which is a commercial
software that solves partial differential equations via the finite elements
method.
3. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION
In our simulations, a current amplitude value of 2.5 A and a frequency
varying from 100 MHz to 1 GHz have been used.
3.1. Power Flow Calculation
We have first calculated the time averaged power flow, which can be
expressed in the following way:
ZZ ° °
°~°
P =
(1)
°S ° · ds
~ is the norm of the Poynting vector. This value has been
where kSk
calculated in the vicinity of our compared structures: a corona with
an external radius of 5 cm.
3.1.1. The Symmetrical Case
First, we calculated the value of P and compared it with our classical
coaxial cable model. The results are presented in Figs. 3(a), 3(b) and
3(c). We can see that the proposed structure can give rise to a lower
magnetic leakage. These results can be explained by the fact that our
model does not exhibit holes and because of a greater proximity of its
peripheral wires to the central conducting wire.
However, a remark concerning one of the results has to be made.
In Fig. 3(a), a peak is appearing around 230 MHz. Given that copper
has no particular behavior around this frequency, this phenomenon
could be related to the geometry of the proposed structure. Indeed,
the scaling down of the structure dimensions by a factor of 0.8 has
shifted this peak to 450 MHz approximately (see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)).
Taking into account that, technologically speaking, it could be
difficult to get shielding wires in contact, we have simulated the case
in which the wires’ positions are distanced from the center by 10%.
Concerning our model, we obtained that the time averaged power flow
is varying between 9.47 × 10−20 W (for 100 MHz) and 8.86 × 10−23 W
(for 1 GHz) while for the classical coaxial cable having the first cross
section the variation is between 1.20 × 10−11 W (for 100 MHz) and
2.86 × 10−13 W (for 1 GHz) and for the cable with the second cross
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Figure 3. (a) Time averaged power flow value for the modeled cable,
(b) the first cross section coaxial like cable and (c) the second cross
section coaxial like cable.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Effect of the cable’s dimensions on the power flow peak for
(a) the initial scale, (b) a scale factor of 0.8.
section it is between 1.36 × 10−15 W (for 100 MHz) and 1.31 × 10−17 W
(for 1 GHz). Remembering that for the case when the peripheral wires
of the classical coaxial cable are ideally placed, the time averaged
power flow is varying between 4.48 × 10−12 W (for 100 MHz) and
1.09 × 10−13 W (for 1 GHz) for the cable with the first cross section,
and between 5.50 × 10−21 W (for 100 MHz) and 2.97 × 10−23 W (for
1 GHz) for the cable with the second cross section. Thus, we can
say that even in this case, our proposed model is a good candidate
because of the large sensitivity to position existing in conventional
cables yielding eventually enormous magnetic leakage when the shield
exhibits its larger apertures.
3.1.2. Asymmetry Considerations
As said above, technologically speaking, there are always deviations
from perfect symmetric configuration. We tried to simulate this
phenomenon using a specific but representative case. We studied the
behavior of a metallic shield having its top right hand corner wires that
have been moved away from the center by an amount of 5% (see Figs. 5,
6(a) and 6(b)). By calculating also the time averaged power flow of
the modified structures, we have obtained the results that appear in
Fig. 7.
Despite the fact the generated asymmetry in the two compared
structures has the same order of magnitude (technologies developed
for optics communication enable us to place the shield wires with a
better precision), we can see that the losses remains lower using the
proposed configuration.
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Figure 5. The asymmetric studied model (the red circles point out
the wires that generate the shield asymmetry).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) The asymmetric coaxial like cable’s cross sections when
the metallic shield exhibits its largest apertures or (b) when it totally
covers the central wires.
3.2. Electrical Coupling
Another way to quantify the electromagnetic leakage is to evaluate
the electrical coupling between two adjacent cables. This has been
performed by measuring the current induced from one cable to the
next. Even if induced currents are also appearing in the shielding
wires, calculations have been restricted to the central conducting wire
by integrating the induced current density over its entire surface.
Placing their centers 4.5 mm apart, we have then compared the
coupling between two cables having the proposed geometry (see Fig. 8)
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Figure 7. (a) Time averaged power flow value for the asymmetric
modeled cable, (b) the asymmetric first cross section coaxial like cable,
(c) the asymmetric second cross section coaxial like cable.
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4.5mm

Figure 8. Coupling between two cables having the proposed structure.

4.5mm

4.5mm

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Coupling between two classical coaxial cables: (a) the two
shielding layers exhibit the largest apertures at their periphery, (b) the
central wires are totally covered.
with the one of two classical coaxial cables. In the last case, the
coupling has been studied for two specific cross sections. These cross
sections are in fact the two shielding effect limited cases.
In the first situation, the two shielding layers exhibit the largest
apertures at their periphery (see Fig. 9(a)). In the second one, the
central wires are totally covered (see Fig. 9(b)). In all the following
simulations, the induced current is generated in the right cable.
Relatively to the left cable, whatever the configuration is, we have
found that the induced currents are practically nonexistent.
For reference only, we have isolated the central conducting wire
of the right cable and depicted the induced current density when the
coupling concerns two cables having the new structure (Fig. 10) or the
classical one (Figs. 11(a) and 11(b)). In these three last figures, the
structures were tested at RF frequency of 500 MHz. We can observe
that, roughly, the induced current is lowered in our structure.
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Figure 10. Coupling between two cables having the proposed
structure when the frequency equals 500 MHz: the induced current
density in the right cable’s central conducting wire.

(a)

(b)

Figure 11. Coupling between two classical coaxial cables when the
frequency equals 500 MHz: (a) the induced current density in the right
cable’s central conducting wire when the two shielding layers exhibit
the largest apertures at their periphery, (b) the induced current density
in the right cable’s central conducting wire when the central wires are
totally covered.
More generally, and for a frequencies range varying from 100 MHz
to 1 GHz, we have calculated the total induced current that flows in
the central conductor of the right cable and decomposed it into its real
and imaginary (related to the signal attenuation) parts. Fig. 12 shows
the results obtained for the proposed geometry and Figs. 13 and 14
are presenting the equivalent results for the case of the classical cables.
From the simulations we can confirm that when the cables that are in
contact are identical, the induced current is lowered in our structure.

Induced current real part(A)
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Figure 12. Induced current in the right cable central conducting wire
for the proposed model: (a) the real part, (b) the imaginary part.
3.3. Resistive Heating Considerations
In this subsection, we will concentrate on the central conducting zone
(which carries the information) for both our proposed model as well as
in the classical RG-58 like coaxial cable.
We can comment that between the two structures, the only
geometrical difference is the wires number: nineteen in the RG-58 cable
and only one in our model. This choice has been motivated by the
fact that in AC conditions and due to induction based phenomenon,
electrical current flows only through a small thickness of the wire’s
periphery. Then, when several wires which conduct current in the
same direction are in contact, the only zone that is effectively conveying
current is the one that is not in proximity to the neighbor wire. By
comparing this nineteen wires cross section to a single wire having the
same area, we have supposed that the effective surface through which
the current could flow would be larger in our model. The effective
resistance of the proposed structure would thus be smaller.
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Figure 13. Induced current in the right cable central conducting wire
for the classical coaxial structure when the two shielding layers exhibit
the largest apertures at their periphery: (a) real part, (b) imaginary
part.
Despite the fact that by when replacing nineteen wires by a single
one mechanical problems could arise, we can comment that the central
conducting wire of the proposed structure has still a smaller radius
than the one of RG-59 cables which have a relatively good flexibility.
Thermal losses have been evaluated by measuring the structure
resistive heating. Its mathematical expression has the following form:
°
1 °
° ~ °2
Q = σ °E °
(2)
2
~ is the electrical field and σ is the electrical conductivity which
where E
equals to:
1
σ=
(3)
[ρ0 (1 + α(T − T0 ))]
with ρ0 being the resistivity at room temperature T0 (293 ◦ K), α

Induced current real part (A)
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Figure 14. Induced current in the right cable central conducting wire
for the classical coaxial structure when the central wires are totally
covered: (a) real part, (b) imaginary part.
is the temperature coefficient of the resistivity, and T is the actual
temperature.
Quantitatively speaking, we have obtained, for the coaxial cable
model and the proposed structure, the results that appear in Fig. 15.
In Fig. 16, we have represented the time averaged resistive heating
values when asymmetries (see Section 3.1.2) are taken into account.
Indeed, simulations confirmed that resistive heating is lowered with
our model.
As an example for a frequency of 500 MHz, we have also
represented the time averaged resistive heating for our model and the
coaxial like cable (see Figs. 17(a), 17(b) and 17(c)).
Note that because in our structure the shield wires are being closer
to the central zone, we would have been in right to say that this will
badly affect the resistive values in our designs. However, simulations
proved that the passage from a multiple wires central core to a single
one had a greater impact on the resistive heating than the affect of the
increased proximity for the metallic shield.
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Figure 15. Time averaged resistive heating of the modeled structure
(blue line), the coaxial like cable first cross section (red line), the
coaxial like cable second cross section (green line).
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Figure 16. Time averaged resistive heating of the asymmetric
modeled structure (blue line), the asymmetric coaxial like cable first
cross section (red line), the asymmetric coaxial like cable second cross
section (green line).
3.4. Optical Simulations
Given that both the central metallic wire and the peripheral ones are
prone to absorb light when exposed to (which is represented via its
electrical field in our simulations), we have taken into account this
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 17. Resistive heating at 500 MHz for (a) the new structure,
(b) and (c) versus the traditional coaxial cable at two cross sections.
Horizontal units are in meters.
notion in order to place an “optical core” in such a location while the
optical loss of such a core would be similar to the losses obtained in
classical optical fibers. We are working, for the moment, on a structure
that would convey one optical mode only, but yet we have obtained a
configuration which allows us to combine an RF signal as well as an
optical one.
We based our design on the cross sectional dimensions of the
multimode optical fiber, that has a core diameter of about 20 µm and
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cladding with diameter of 140 µm. The optical core was then placed in
such a location that within a radius of 70 µm, neither copper nor air
could be reached.
In our optical simulation the core had refraction index of 1.46 and
the cladding of 1.45. The optical wavelength was 1.55 µm. The center
of the core of the multimode optical fiber was placed 0.75 mm aside
from the center of the proposed cable.
In Fig. 18(a), we show the cross section of the structure containing
an optical core conveying an optical mode for wavelength of λ =
1.55 µm. In Fig. 18(b), a 3D representation of this specific solution is
shown. Fig. 18(c) exhibits the electrical field along the line for which

X=0 line

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure 18. Optical transmission: (a) The cross section of the
structure including an optical core, (b) 3D representation of the mode,
(c) Electrical field along the x = 0 line, (d) Optical mode without
metallic wires.
x = 0 (see Fig. 18(a)).
In order to confirm the fact that the optical signal is not influenced
by the presence of the electrical wires, we have simulated the case in
which no electrical wires are present. We have indeed obtained that
the norm of the electric field has the same order of magnitude as the
one found in our modeled structure (see Fig. 18(d)).
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Figure 19. Insertion of plurality of golden wires into a photonic
crystal pre-form using a drawing tower.

4. FABRICATION CONSIDERATIONS
The performance feasibility for the proposed in-fiber structures is
presented in Fig. 19 where one may see how a photonic crystal pre-form
was filled with 7 randomly positioned golden wires and then drawn into
a fiber using a drawing tower. The cross section presented in Fig. 19 is
not the designed optimized structure that was discussed in this paper.
Nevertheless it shows that existing fabrication capabilities may support
the requirements for the realization of the proposed cable.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a new type of cable design that can
be fabricated using the technologies being developed for the realization
of optical fibers. The central metallic core is shielded by 40 external
wires. Silica is used as the isolation between the metallic wires. The
silica region can also be used as the medium for the transmission of an
optical carrier.
In this study, we saw that by properly designing a different
electrical cable configuration, we are able to improve significantly
the behavior of two of its principal drawbacks which are magnetic
leakage and resistive heating. The proposed shield geometry is indeed
more efficient concerning magnetic outflow which could be a source
of disturbance for nearby systems. The material loss can be reduced
as well using a single central wire. This outcome could have positive
consequences on reducing the number of electronic amplifiers going
along the proposed cable.
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